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Monte Carlo simulations and finite-size scaling analysis have been carried out to study the critical
behavior in a submonolayer lattice-gas of interacting monomers adsorbed on one-dimensional
channels arranged in a triangular cross-sectional structure. Two kinds of lateral interaction energies
have been considered: �1� wL, interaction energy between nearest-neighbor particles adsorbed along
a single channel and �2� wT, interaction energy between particles adsorbed across nearest-neighbor
channels. We focus on the case of repulsive transverse interactions �wT�0�, where a rich variety of
structural orderings are observed in the adlayer, depending on the value of the parameters kBT /wT

�being kB the Boltzmann constant� and wL /wT. For wL /wT=0, successive planes are uncorrelated,
the system is equivalent to the triangular lattice, and the well-known ��3��3� ���3��3�*� ordered
phase is found at low temperatures and a coverage, �, of 1 /3 �2/3�. In the more general case
�wL /wT�0�, a competition between interactions along a single channel and a transverse coupling
between sites in neighboring channels leads to a three-dimensional adsorbed layer. Consequently,
the ��3��3� and ��3��3�* structures “propagate” along the channels and new ordered phases
appear in the adlayer. Each ordered phase is separated from the disordered state by a continuous
order-disorder phase transition occurring at a critical temperature, Tc, which presents an interesting
dependence with wL /wT. The Monte Carlo technique was combined with the recently reported free
energy minimization criterion approach �FEMCA� �F. Romá et al., Phys. Rev. B 68, 205407 �2003��
to predict the critical temperatures of the order-disorder transformation. The excellent qualitative
agreement between simulated data and FEMCA results allows us to interpret the physical meaning
of the mechanisms underlying the observed transitions. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2397682�

I. INTRODUCTION

Lattice-gas models have been extensively investigated in
the last decades because they provide a theoretical frame-
work for the description of many physical, chemical, and
biological systems. The adsorption thermodynamics and the
understanding of surface phenomena have been greatly ben-
efited from the development of these models.1–3 In this sense,
the more recognized examples are the Langmuir adsorption
model2,4 and the Ising model of magnetism.2,5–8 More re-
cently, a number of contributions have been devoted to the
study of adsorption of gases on solid surface.9–22 These pa-
pers have included the effects of lateral interactions,9–13 sur-

face heterogeneity,14 multisite occupation,11,15–22 etc. Among
them, Phares et al.11 have studied the structural orderings
occurring in a wide variety of experimental and theoretical
systems and its influence on the corresponding phase dia-
grams.

Recently, the advent of modern techniques for building
single and multiwalled carbon nanotubes23–27 has consider-
ably encouraged the investigation of the gas-solid interaction
�adsorption and transport of simple and polyatomic adsor-
bates� in such a low-dimensional confining adsorption poten-
tials. The design of carbon tubules, as well as of synthetic
zeolites and aluminophosphates such as AlPO4−5 �Refs. 28
and 29� having narrow channels, literally provides a way to
the experimental realization of quasi-one-dimensional adsor-
bents. Many studies on conductivity, electronic structure,
mechanical strength, etc., of carbon nanotubes are being cur-
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rently carried out. However, the amount of theoretical and
experimental works done on the interaction and thermody-
namics of simple gases adsorbed in nanotubes is still limited.

A problem of considerable importance in adsorption is
that of determining where on the nanotube bundles the gas
molecules adsorb.30–43 Theoretically there are three possible
groups of adsorption sites on bundles of close-ended single-
walled carbon nanotubes: �1� interstitial channels formed be-
tween the tubes, �2� grooves formed between two adjacent
tubes on the bundle surfaces, and �3� exterior surface of in-
dividual tubes.31 For open-ended tubes, a fourth group of
adsorption sites can be identified in the interior of individual
tubes.31 Access to each group of adsorption sites is deter-
mined by the size of the adsorbate, the size of the nanotubes
forming the bundles, the degree of homogeneity of the
bundles, and the presence or absence of chemical compounds
blocking access to the sites.31,44–46

Numerous experimental and theoretical studies of gas
adsorption on nanotube bundles suggest that the admolecules
form one-dimensional �1D� systems or lines when adsorb
within interstitial channels,36,37 inside nanotubes,36,38,39 or
along the groove sites.40–42 For theoretical purposes, adsorp-
tion in these lines can be treated in the one-dimensional
lattice-gas approach.19,12 This is, of course, an approximation
to the state of real adsorbata in nanotubes, which is justified
because thermodynamics and transport coefficient can be
analytically resolved in these conditions. An example of this
kind of models is presented in Refs. 38 and 39. The authors
proposed a simple model for adsorption inside a nanotube.
That is a lattice-gas model with two kinds of sites. One was
a one-dimensional line of sites, which the authors called
axial sites, surrounded by a set of cylindrical shell sites. By
using mean-field theoretical approach38 and Monte Carlo
�MC� simulations,39 a rich phase behavior was obtained for
attractive or repulsive character of the interspecies interac-
tion.

The influence of transverse interactions between adja-
cent lines was also studied in the case of adsorption in inter-
stitial channels.47 In Ref. 47, Cole et al. presented a localized
anisotropic lattice-gas model with lateral interactions be-
tween neighboring atoms within the same channel and attrac-
tive transverse interaction between neighbor interstitial chan-
nels �arranged in a honeycomb lattice�. While the strictly 1D
system does not exhibit critical behavior, a phase transition
occurs in the system with interacting channels. This phase
transition is a condensation of the anisotropic fluid, with
droplets extending into contiguous channels.

On the other hand, recent experiments of 4He adsorbed
on bundles of single-walled carbon nanotubes41 shown the
existence of different adsorption regimes. At low coverages,
single and three 1D chains are formed along the grooves on
the bundle surfaces. As the coverage is increased, the admol-
ecules form a two-dimensional �2D� monolayer over the sur-
face of the nanotube bundle thus exhibiting 1D to 2D cross-
over. Similar behavior has been observed in other systems
where the adsorption occurs on the external surface of the
nanotube bundle.43 The existence of close parallel 1D lines
of adsorbed atoms suggests the possibility of transverse in-
teractions between neighbor lines.

As discussed in the previous paragraphs, regardless the
adsorption taking place in the interior of a nanotube, in in-
terstitial channels or in the groove sites, the interaction be-
tween molecules in adjacent chains is essential to the forma-
tion of ordered phases at low temperatures. Then, it is of
interest and of value to inquire how the transverse interaction
between 1D chains influences the phase behavior of the ad-
layer. It is clear that a complete analysis of this field is a
quiet difficult subject. For this reason, the understanding of
simple models with increasing complexity might be a help
and a guide to establish a general framework for the study of
this kind of systems. The present work represents an effort in
that direction.

Here, we study a simplified lattice-gas model, which
mimics a nanoporous environment. In this model, 1D chains
of atoms were arranged in a triangular structure. We included
longitudinal interactions between nearest-neighbor particles
adsorbed along a single channel, wL, and transverse energy
between particles adsorbed across nearest-neighbor channels,
wT.48 The phase behavior depends on the values of these
various energies. In fact, for wT=0 and wL�0, the adlayer
behaves as a one-dimensional fluid, the model is exactly
soluble, and no phase transition develops when short-ranged
coupling between neighboring particles exists.49–51 For wT

�0 and wL=0, successive transverse planes are uncorrelated
and the system is equivalent to the well-known two-
dimensional triangular lattice. In this case, the phase diagram
has been widely studied for both attractive52,53 and repulsive
nearest-neighbor interactions.52–55 In the more general case
�wT�0 and wL�0�, a competition between interactions
along a single channel �wL� and a transverse coupling be-
tween sites in neighboring channels �wT� allows to evolve to
a three-dimensional adsorbed layer. Although most of the
works on the three-dimensional lattice gas have been de-
voted to attractive lateral interactions �see, for instance, Refs.
56–59�, there have been a few studies related to repulsive
couplings between adatoms.

In previous work, low temperature calculations of con-
figurational entropy of the adlayer allowed us to identify a
wide variety of structural orderings.60 Later, the influence of
such structural orderings on interesting properties as adsorp-
tion isotherm and heat of adsorption was analyzed.61 The
present article goes a step further, studying the critical be-
havior of the system via MC simulation, finite-size scaling
analysis, and the recently reported free energy minimization
criterion approach �FEMCA�.22 For this purpose, the critical
temperature Tc characterizing the transition from the disor-
dered state to the ordered phase is obtained as a function of
the ratio wL /wT.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe
the lattice-gas model, the simulation scheme, and we present
the behavior of Tc�wL /wT�, obtained by using MC method. In
Sec. III we present the theoretical approach �FEMCA� and
compare the MC results with the theoretical calculations. Fi-
nally, the general conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
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II. LATTICE-GAS MODEL AND MONTE CARLO
SIMULATION SCHEME

A. The model

As it was discussed in the previous section, numerous
experimental and theoretical studies of gas adsorption on car-
bon nanotube bundles predict the existence of close parallel
channels of adatoms when the adsorption takes place �1� in
the interior of a nanotube, �2� in interstitial channels, or �3�
in the grooves site on bundle surfaces. In this context, we
present a simplified lattice-gas model, where each channel or
unit cell has been represented by a one-dimensional line of L
adsorptive sites, with periodical boundary conditions. In or-
der to include transverse interactions between parallel neigh-
bor lines, these chains were arranged in a triangular structure
of size R�R and periodical boundary conditions. Under
these conditions all lattice sites are equivalent hence border
effects will not enter our derivation. The energies involved in
the adsorption process are three:

�1� �0, interaction energy between a particle and a lattice
site;

�2� wL, interaction energy between adjacent occupied axial
sites; and

�3� wT, interaction energy between particles adsorbed on
nearest-neighbor transverse sites.

Thus, the resulting substrate was an anisotropic three-
dimensional array of M =L�R�R adsorption sites, where
each site was surrounded by two “axial” sites along chain’s
axis and six “transverse” sites belonging to nearest-neighbor
unit cells �see Fig. 1 in Ref. 60�.

In order to describe the system of N molecules adsorbed
on M sites at a given temperature T, let us introduce the
occupation variable ci,j,k which can take the following val-
ues: ci,j,k=0 if the corresponding site �i , j ,k� is empty and
ci,j,k=1 if the site is occupied by an adatom. Then, the
Hamiltonian of the system is given by

H = wL �
�i, j,k ; i�, j�,k��L

ci,j,kci�,j�,k�

+ wT �
�i, j,k ; i�, j�,k��T

ci,j,kci�,j�,k� + ��0 − ���
i,j,k

M

ci,j,k, �1�

where �i , j ,k ; i� , j� ,k��L ��i , j ,k ; i� , j� ,k��T� represents pairs
of NN axial �transverse� sites and � is the chemical potential.

B. Monte Carlo simulations

The lattice gas was generated fulfilling the following
conditions:

• The sites were arranged in a structure of size M =L
�R�R, with conventional periodic boundary condi-
tions.

• Due to the surface was assumed to be homogeneous, the
interaction energy between the adparticles and the at-
oms of the substrate, �0, was neglected for sake of sim-
plicity.

• Repulsive transverse lateral interactions were consid-
ered, where a rich variety of ordered phases are ob-
served in the planes. Although, repulsive transverse in-
teraction between adjacent channels may not resemble a
particular experimental realization, this case has intrin-
sically theoretical interest. However, it is worth men-
tioning that adsorption of polar molecules could even-
tually result in either repulsive or attractive long range
transverse interactions considering that the confining
geometry of the tubes, grooves, or interstitial channels
represents a major constraint to the spatial orientation of
the admolecule.

• Repulsive and attractive longitudinal lateral interactions
were used.

• Appropriate values of L and R were used in such a way
that the adlayer structures at critical regime are not
perturbed.

In order to study the critical behavior of the system, we
have used an efficient exchange MC or simulated tempering
method62,63 and finite-size scaling analysis.64–66 As in Ref.
62, we build a compound system which consists of m non-
interacting replicas of the system concerned. The mth replica
is associated with the temperature Tm �or �m=1/ �kBTm�, be-
ing kB the Boltzmann constant�. In other words, each replica
is in contact with its own heat bath having different tempera-
tures. Under these conditions, the algorithm to carry out the
simulation process is the following.

�1� The compound system of m replicas is generated. For
this purpose, each replica is simulated simultaneously
and independently as canonical ensemble for n1 MC
steps by using a standard importance sampling MC
method.66–68 In order to determine the set of tempera-
tures, 	Tm
 �	�m
�, we set the highest temperature, Tmax

��min�, in the high temperature phase where relaxation
�correlation� time is expected to be very short and there
exists only one minimum in the free energy space. On
the other hand, the lowest temperature, Tmin ��max�, is
somewhere in the low temperature phase whose prop-
erties we are interested in. Finally, the difference be-
tween two consecutive temperatures is set as �Tmax

−Tmin� / �m−1� �equally spaced temperatures�.
�2� Interchange vacancy particle. The procedure is as fol-

lows.

�i� One of the m replicas is randomly selected.
�ii� An occupied site and an empty site, both belonging

to the replica chosen in �i�, are randomly selected
and their positions are established.

�iii� By using a standard Kawasaki algorithm,69 an at-
tempt is made to interchange the occupancy state
of the sites chosen in step �ii�.

�3� Exchange of two configurations Xm and Xm�, corre-
sponding to the mth and m�th replicas, is tried and ac-
cepted with the probability W �Xm ,�m �Xm� ,�m��. In
general, the probability of exchanging configurations of
the mth and m�th replicas is given by62
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W�Xm,�m�Xm�,�m�� = � 1 for � � 0

exp�− �� for � � 0,
 �2�

where �= ��m−�m���H�Xm��−H�Xm��. As in Ref. 62,
we restrict the replica exchange to the case m↔m+1.

�4� Repeat from step �2� m�M times. This is the elemen-
tary step in the simulation process or Monte Carlo step
�MCS�.

The procedures �1�–�4� are repeated for all lattice’s sizes.
For each size, the equilibrium state can be well reproduced
after discarding the first n2 MCS. Then, averages are taken
over nMCS successive MCS. The canonical expectation value
of a physical quantity A is obtained in the usual way as
follows:

�A��m
=

1

nMCS
�
t=1

nMCS

A�Xm�t�� �3�

All calculations were carried out using the parallel clus-
ter BACO of Universidad Nacional de San Luis, Argentina.
This facility consists of 60 personal computers �PCs� each
with a 3.0 GHz Pentium-4 processor.

As it is standard for order-disorder phase transitions, a
related order parameter was defined. In particular, at �
=1/3 �2/3� �being ��N /M the surface coverage�, a ��3
��3� ���3��3�*� ordered structure is formed in the planes
below the critical temperature. Depending on the sign of the
longitudinal interactions, the order is propagated to all
planes. For repulsive wL, adatoms avoiding configurations
with nearest-neighbor interactions order along the channels
in a structure of alternating particles separated by empty
sites. On the other hand, attractive monomer-monomer lon-
gitudinal interactions favor the formation of pairs of nearest-
neighbor adsorbed particles along the lines. The resulting
structures are shown in Figs. 5 and 8 of Ref. 60.

For the case of repulsive longitudinal interactions, Fig.
1�a� shows two successive planes, k and k+1, for one pos-
sible configuration of the phase appearing at critical regime
and �=1/3. Due to the periodic boundary conditions the de-
generacy of this “local phase” is equal to 6. These configu-
rations allow us to decompose the “local lattice” into six
different sublattices �see Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��.70 The coverage
on each sublattice is denoted as �s�s=1, . . . ,6�. In this way, a
“local order parameter,” 	k, can be defined as

	k = �
s,t;s�t

��s − �t� , �4�

where we sum the differences �in absolute value� between
the coverage corresponding to two sublattices.

When the system is disordered �T�Tc�, all sublattices
are equivalents and the order parameter is minimum. How-
ever, when a configuration of the local phase appears at low
temperature �T�Tc�, this is allocated on a sublattice. Let us
suppose that this configuration lies on the sublattice s. Then,
the coverage �s is maximum ��s=1� and the coverage of the
rest of the sublattices is zero or minimum. Consequently, 	k

is also maximum.
On the basis of 	k, the generalized order parameter, 	,

can be written as

	 = A�
k=0

L

	k, �5�

where A is a normalization factor. The definition �5� is com-
putationally convenient and 	 appears as a good order pa-

FIG. 1. �a� Snapshot of two successive planes, k and k+1, for a possible
configuration of the ordered phase appearing at �=1/3 and repulsive longi-
tudinal interactions. The solid circles represent occupied sites. The different
sublattices used in order to define a local order parameter characterizing this
low temperature structure are shown in parts �b� and �c�.
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rameter evidencing the order-disorder phase transition.
In a similar way, it is possible to define the order param-

eter corresponding to �=2/3 and repulsive longitudinal in-
teractions.

For attractive longitudinal interactions, it is not appropri-
ate to define local sublattices. In this case, each sublattice
s�s=1, . . . ,3� lies on the total lattice �see Fig. 2� and 	 can
be easily defined as 	= ��1−�2�+ ��1−�3�+ ��2−�3�.

Now, the reduced fourth-order cumulant, UR�L�, intro-
duced by Binder66 and related to the order parameter, can be
calculated as

UR�L��T� = 1 −
�	4�T

3�	2�T
2 , �6�

where UR �UL� represents the cumulant obtained by variable
R �L� and fixed L �R�. The thermal average �. . .�T, in all the
quantities, means the time average throughout the MC simu-
lation.

The standard theory of finite-size scaling64–66 allows for
various efficient routes to estimate Tc from MC data. One of
these methods, which will be used here, is from the tempera-
ture dependence of UR�L��T�, which is independent of the
system size for T=Tc. In other words, Tc is found from the
intersection of the curve UR�L��T� for different values of R
�L�, since UR�L��Tc�=const.

C. Computational results

The thermodynamic properties of the present model
have been investigated by means of the computational
scheme described in the previous section. As a consequence
of the equivalence particle vacancy, the critical behavior at
�=2/3 is as at �=1/3. Then, we restrict our calculations to
�=1/3. In addition, we set wT=1 and vary wL /wT from −1 to
1 �−1
wL /wT
1�.

In order to understand the basic phenomenology, we
consider in the first place null longitudinal interactions
�wL /wT=0�. In this particular case, successive planes are un-
correlated and the system is equivalent to the well-known
triangular lattice. The value obtained of kBTc /wT

=0.3354�1� confirms this arguments and validates the MC
scheme.71–74 The data are not shown here for brevity.

Hereafter, we discuss the behavior of the critical tem-
perature as a function of wL /wT. We start with the case of
attractive longitudinal interactions. As an example, Fig. 3
illustrates the reduced four-order cumulants plotted versus
kBT /wT for wL /wT=−1. From their intersections one gets the
estimation of the critical temperature. The lattice sizes used
in the simulation75 are compiled in Table I along with the
values of the parameters in the simulated tempering runs. In
the figure, the critical temperature is obtained from the
curves of UR�T� �calculated for different values of R and
fixed L�. The resulting value, kBTc /wT=0.7817�1�, agrees
very well with previous determinations reported in the
literature.60 In Ref. 60, a value kBTc /wT�0.76 was obtained

FIG. 2. Different sublattices defined for attractive longitudinal interactions
and �=1/3.

FIG. 3. UR�T� and UL�T� �inset� vs kBT /wT, for a typical case of wL�0:
�=1/3 and wL /wT=−1.

TABLE I. Parameters of the simulated tempering runs for two typical cases �wL /wT=−1,1�.

wL /wT R L m n1 n2 nMCS kBTmin/wT kBTmax/wT

−1 18 60 12 103 105 105 0.780 053 0.782 705
24 60 20 103 105 105 0.777 400 0.784 600
36 60 12 103 105 105 0.780 053 0.782 705
48 60 11 103 105 105 0.780 500 0.782 500

1 18 60 12 103 5.105 5.105 0.601 053 0.617 632
24 60 12 103 5.105 5.105 0.601 053 0.617 632
36 60 12 103 5.105 5.105 0.601 053 0.617 632
48 60 12 103 5.105 5.105 0.601 053 0.617 632
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from the inflection on the function s�T�, being s�T� the con-
figurational entropy per site of the adlayer as a function of
the temperature. Due to the finite-size scaling technique and
the simulation procedure used in this contribution, the esti-
mation of Tc in the present work is expected to be more
accurate than that reported previously.

The study was extended to repulsive longitudinal inter-
actions. Figure 4 shows the data for a typical case �wL /wT

=1�, resulting kBTc /wT=0.6098�5�, in well agreement with
the value obtained in Ref. 60 �kBTc /wT�0.59�. As indicated
in Fig. 3, the parameters of the simulation are listed in Table
I.

Due to the presence of anisotropy �the couplings are
taken to be different in the different lattice directions�, it is
expected that the correlation functions in transverse and lon-
gitudinal directions may be governed by correlation lengths
diverging with different critical exponents.76,77 However, it is
worth pointing out that we do not assume any particular
value of the critical exponents for the transitions analyzed
here in order to calculate their critical temperatures, since the
analysis rely on order parameter cumulant’s properties.78 In
addition, the procedure shown in Figs. 4 and 5 was repeated
for the curves of UL�T�, which were obtained for variable L
and fixed R. As an example, Fig. 6 presents the results ob-
tained for the case wL /wT=−1. As it is expected, identical
results �within numerical errors� are obtained in both ways.

Finally, the calculations were carried out for wL /wT=

−0.75, −0.50, −0.25, 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 and the re-
sults were collected in Table II.79 As it can be observed, the
critical temperature presents a nontrivial behavior as a func-
tion of wL /wT. An understanding of the dependence of
kBTc /wT on wL /wT can be developed by following the subtle
interdependence of energetic and entropic costs necessary to
alter the ordered phase. This will be discussed in Sec. III.

III. THEORETICAL APPROACH: FREE ENERGY
MINIMIZATION CRITERION

Hereafter, we will use FEMCA �Ref. 22� in order to
discuss the dependence of kBTc /wT vs wL /wT obtained from
MC simulation.

In a closed system of adsorbed particles with repulsive
interactions, the phase transition occurring in the adsorbate is
a continuous �second-order� phase transition. In other words,
the entropy, S, varies continuously from a completely or-
dered state �when T→0� to a disordered state �when T→��.
Around Tc, S changes abruptly �but continuously�.21 Then, it
is possible to analyze the phase transition taking into account
the Helmholtz free energy, F=E−TS �being E the mean en-
ergy�, in the two extreme states �maximum order and maxi-
mum disorder�. Accordingly,

F� = lim
T→�

F and F0 = lim
T→0

F , �7�

then

FIG. 4. UR�T� vs kBT /wT for �=1/3 and wL /wT=1.

FIG. 5. UL�T� vs kBT /wT for �=1/3 and wL /wT=−1.

FIG. 6. Comparison between simulated and theoretical results for kBTc /wT

vs wL /wT at �=1/3�2/3�. The dotted lines are a guide for the eyes.

TABLE II. Critical temperatures corresponding to the critical coverage �
=1/3�2/3�. The data were obtained from the crossing of the cumulants.

wL /wT

kBTc /wT

�=1/3�2/3�

−1.00 0.7817�1�
−0.75 0.695�4�
−0.50 0.604�4�
−0.25 0.495�4�

0.00 0.3354�1�
0.25 0.436�1�
0.50 0.506�1�
0.75 0.562�1�
1.00 0.6098�5�
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F� � F0 ⇒ T � Tc, �8�

F�  F0 ⇒ T � Tc, �9�

F� = F0 ⇒ T � Tc. �10�

The last equation allows to determine Tc. This calcula-
tion is not exact due to the system that does not pass from an
extreme order to an extreme disorder. There exist intermedi-
ate states between the two extreme states. However, as we
will show in the following analysis, Eq. �10� provides a very
good approximation for Tc. Interested readers are referred to
Ref. 22 for a more complete description of FEMCA.

In general, for a system of interacting particles at tem-
perature T results

f0 = e0 − Ts0 and f� = e� − Ts� �11�

where e and s represent the mean energy per site and the
entropy per site in the thermodynamical limit, respectively,

e = lim
M→�

E

M
and s = lim

M→�

S

M
. �12�

If f0= f�, this is

e0 − Ts0 = e� − Ts�, �13�

then T�Tc and

Tc �
�e

�s
=

e� − e0

s� − s0
. �14�

From Eq. �14�, it is possible to calculate the critical tempera-
ture and to interpret the dependence of kBTc /wT with wL /wT

obtained from simulations. As in Sec. II, we restrict the study
to �=1/3�2/3� and −1�wL /wT�1.

Case I: �=1 /3 and wL /wT�0. In general, e���� can be
calculated from mean-field approximation. Thus,

e���� =
1

2M
�6N�wT + 2N�wL� . �15�

In this case �=N /M =1/3, and

e��1/3� = 1
3wT + 1

9wL. �16�

In order to calculate the entropy of the disordered state,
the configurational factor of monomers �, is employed

� =
M!

N!�M − N�!
. �17�

Thus,

s� = lim
M→�

kB ln �

M
. �18�

In the particular case of �=1/3, the entropy per site of
the disordered state results

s��1/3� = − kB�ln 1
3 + 2

3 ln 2� . �19�

In addition, the mean energy per site and the entropy per
site for the ordered state at �=1/3 and T=0 are e0�1/3�

=s0�1/3�=0. Then, the critical temperature depends on the
mean energy and the entropy of the disordered state. From
Eqs. �16�, �19�, and �14�, we obtain Tc�1/3�:

Tc�1/3� �
e��1/3�
s��1/3�

�
�1/3�wT + �1/9�wL

− kB�ln�1/3� + �2/3�ln 2�
. �20�

Finally,

kBTc�1/3�
wT

�
�1/3� + �1/9wL/wT�

− ln �1/3� − �2/3�ln 2

�wT � 0 and wL/wT � 0� . �21�

Case II: �=1 /3 and wL /wT�0. The mean energy and
the entropy of the disordered system are as in Eqs. �15� and
�18�. On the other hand, for the ordered system, s0�1/3�=0
and e0�1/3�=wL /3. Then

kBTc�1/3�
wT

�
�1/3� − �2/9wL/wT�

− ln�1/3� − �2/3�ln 2

�wT � 0 and wL/wT � 0� . �22�

As it is expected, the calculations for �=2/3 �do not
shown here� provide identical results as cases I and II.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the simulated
results previously presented in Table II and the theoretical
predictions obtained from FEMCA for the critical tempera-
ture as a function of wL /wT. The MC simulations reveal the
main characteristics for the behavior of the critical tempera-
ture versus wL /wT: �i� the curve presents a minimum for
wL /wT=0, and �ii� for negative values of wL /wT, the critical
temperatures are higher than the corresponding ones for posi-
tive wL /wT’s. Both characteristics are very well reproduce by
FEMCA.

The physical meaning of the main features of the critical
temperature can be interpreted from the theoretical approach.
In this framework, Eq. �14� shows that kBTc /wT depends on
the mean energy and the entropy of the disordered state. The
behavior of these quantities as a function of wL /wT allows to
understand the arguments presented in the previous para-
graph. Thus, the values of s�, s0, and e� are identical for
repulsive and attractive longitudinal interactions. In addition,
the magnitude of e0 is constant �e0=0� for wL�0 and in-
creases with wL �e0=wL /3� for wL�0. Now we can interpret
the difference between the two regimes in Fig. 6. From −1
�wL /wT�1, the variation in the entropy is constant. On the
other hand, the variation of the mean energy increases lin-
early with wL, being higher for wL�0 than for wL�0.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we have addressed the critical prop-
erties of a simple lattice-gas model, which mimics a nano-
porous environment, where each channel or unit cell is rep-
resented by a one-dimensional array. The results were
obtained by using MC simulations, finite-size scaling theory
and the recently reported FEMCA, which is based on a free
energy minimization criterion.

The system was characterized by two parameters wL /wT

and kBT /wT, being wL and wT, the longitudinal and trans-
verse energies, respectively. We focused on the case of re-
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pulsive transverse interaction energy among adsorbed par-
ticles �wT=1� and �=1/3�2/3�, in such a way that a rich
variety of ordered phases are observed in the adlayer.

• For wL /wT=0, the system is equivalent to the well-
known triangular lattice in 2D.

• For wL /wT�0, the formation of pairs of nearest-
neighbor adsorbed particles along the lines is favored.
Consequently, the ��3��3� and ��3��3�* phases are
reinforced and extend along the channels. The critical
temperature decreases from 0.7817�1� for wL /wT=−1 to
0.3354�1� for wL /wT=0.

• For wL /wT�0, the ��3��3� and ��3��3�* structures
are formed in the planes at low temperatures and order
along the channels in an array of alternating particles.
The critical temperature increases from 0.3354�1� for
wL /wT=0 to 0.6098�5� for wL /wT=1.

With respect to the analytical approach, FEMCA pro-
vides results in very good qualitative agreement with MC
simulations and constitutes a theoretical framework in order
to interpret the behavior of kBTc /wT vs wL /wT in the critical
concentrations.

Future efforts will be directed to �a� include attractive wT

longitudinal interactions between the adparticles, �b� obtain
the phase diagram kBTc /wT vs � in the whole range of cov-
erage, and �c� develop an exhaustive study on critical expo-
nents and universality.
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